An approach to prevention to the DNS Injection attacks on the base of system level comparison method MM
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Abstract—This article describes the use of the comparison method MM to protect the Internet user from the effects of DNS Injection attacks. A description of the basic concepts of this area of the computer network and the dangers of DNS Injection attacks is presented. The description of the MM method used in the literature is concluded. In the paper the concept of using above-mentioned method to protect Internet user from the effects of DNS Injection attacks and the initial design of the DNS server software including the diagnostic component are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

Domain Name System (DNS) is one of the most commonly used service over the Internet. It allows, among others, to connect to a web site using its mnemonic name (usually easier to remember) instead of its IP address. Converting a domain name to an IP address is done by a DNS server that, in most cases, is a separate host in the network. The DNS user does not have direct control over the server, which involves the risk of obtaining an incorrect name mapping from the server. Unfortunately, practice shows that there is a lack of universal way by which the user can make sure that the responses received from the DNS servers are reliable. Correct DNS performance is critical to the smooth operation and security of the Internet. The lack of entries in the DNS server records database may cause the network resources to be inaccessible, while erroneous entries may redirect network traffic to the incorrect location specified (and controlled) by the attacker [3].

This article focuses on protecting the Internet user from the effects of DNS Injection attacks – which relies on modification of the entries in the DNS server mapping tables [9]. Any Internet user who will be able to send false updates to the DNS server or detect and be able to exploit the vulnerabilities in the server software could be an attacker. Unlike traditional security systems (like firewalls, IDS/IPS), the proposed method is to detect the effects of an attack (not to protect against it).

II. RELATED WORK

The proposed approach of protecting the Internet user against the effects of DNS Injection attacks attempts to use a comparative method known as the MM\(^1\) method [6], [7]. In the literature there are works that use this method most often to diagnose a network of processors (with different logical structure). A. Arciuch in [1] presented the technical aspects of diagnosing a network of microprocessors with a mild type of degradation using the MM method, R. Kulesza and Z. Zielinski in [4] used this method to determine diagnostic insight of network of processors. A. Sengupta and A. T. Dahbura in [8] proposed usage of the MM method in a self-diagnosing multiprocessor system, and G.Y. Chang, G.H. Chen and G.J. Chang in [2] used the MM\(^*\) model to develop a sequential diagnosis of the processor network.

In this work it was decided to use a different approach and use the comparison method to diagnose DNS servers.

III. PROPOSAL

This section is based on [4] and [5]. The MM method uses comparative graph as a way to represent the logical structure of nodes with the corresponding set of comparative tests. This concept (along with examples) is explained later in this article. In the area of the problem (mutual testing of DNS servers) an elementary comparative test will be sending by a comparator a DNS query to resolve a domain name to both servers) an elementary comparative test will be sending by a comparator a DNS query to resolve a domain name to both nodes of a comparative pair. Then the comparator verifies that the obtained results - IP addresses - are identical. These type of checks will be performed periodically, every k\(^3\) queries, ensuring continuous DNS servers reliability without overloading the network.

A fit comparator will give the opinion that a comparative pair is fit (the result of compatarive test will be equal to 0) if the results of the DNS query are identical. The different

\(^1\)The name of the method comes from the names of the creators: M. Malek and J. Maeng.

\(^*\)The MM* model is characterized by the use of diagnostic structures consisting of all possible comparative tests, while the MM model uses a minimal number of comparative tests to detect t damaged network nodes.

\(^3\)k is an arbitrary value.
The results of the DNS query will result in an opinion that the comparison pair is unfit (the result of the comparative test will be equal to 1), with at least one node from the comparative pair is compromised (it is not indicated which one). The opinion expressed by a suitable comparator is consistent with reality. An unfit comparator gives an opinion that is random and assumes a value of 0 or 1.

A. Significant features of the MM type comparative structure

Consider an exemplary logical structure of a network described by a connected common graph \( G = (E, U) \). An example graph is shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig 1. Sample graph representing the logical structure of network](image)

The logical structure \( G \) corresponds to the set of all comparative tests denoted by \( \Psi(G) \), and the single comparative test is denoted by \( \psi \in \Psi(G) \). For comparison test \( \Psi \) exists a set of comparators labeled \( K(\psi) \) and a set of comparative pairs labeled \( P(\psi) \). The set of nodes involved in the comparative test \( \psi \) is labeled \( E(\psi) \). A single comparative test is shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig 2. Illustration of single comparative test](image)

In a comparative test the comparator \( e_i \in E(G) \) orders the comparative pair \( e_i, e_j \in E(G) \) the same task and checks if the results are identical.

The comparative test is denoted by \( (e_i; e_j) \). The result of the comparative test \( d((e_i; e_j)) \) is equal to:

\[
d((e_i; e_j)) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{for } \forall n(e_i) = 0 \wedge r(e_i) = r(e_j) \\
1 & \text{for } \forall n(e_i) = 1 \wedge r(e_i) \neq r(e_j) \\
& \text{for } n(e_i) = 1 
\end{cases}
\]

wher \( n(e_i) \) is functional reliability of node \( e_i \) and \( r(e_i) \) is the result of a task ordered by node \( e_i \) and executed by node \( e \).

In the area of the problem in case c, unlike the classic MM model, the unfitness of the DNS server that is the comparator has no impact on the outcome of the test it performs. During the comparison, the comparator verifies the mutual compatibility of the results obtained from the nodes of the comparative pair. These results are not matched with the entries of the DNS server records database, so even if it had been compromised (as a result of a DNS injection attack), name mappings in its database would not affect the accuracy of the opinion. The interpretation of diagnosis results is presented in Table I.

![Table I. The diagnosis results interpretation in proposed method](image)

![Image of a table with columns labeled n(e_i), n(e_j), n(e_j), and d((e_i; e_j)), and rows with values 0, 0, 0; 0, 1, 1; 1, 0, 1; and 1, 1, 1]

**Definition 1.** [10] The computer network described by the structure \( G \) is defined as single-step t-diagnosable by a set of comparative tests \( \Psi \subseteq \Psi(G) \), if each pair of sets \( E' \) and \( E'' \) of unfit nodes such that \( |E'| \leq t \) and \( |E''| \leq t \) is distinguishable by at least one comparative test \( \psi \in \Psi(G) \).

**Definition 2.** [10] Comparative graph of computer network described by the structure \( G \) for a set of comparative tests \( \Psi \subseteq \Psi(G) \), is called such ordinary graph \( \tilde{G}(G, \Psi') = (E(G), U, E') \) with labeled edges that \( (e', e'') \in U(G, \Psi') \mapsto \exists \psi \in \Psi : P(\psi) = |e', e''| \), where the label of the \( (e', e'') \) edge is \( K(\psi) \).

**Property 1.** [4, 6] The necessary condition for graph \( G \) to be t-diagnosable by the set of comparative tests \( \Psi' \subseteq \Psi(G) \) is to fulfill the dependence:

\[
\left( |E(G)| \geq \max \{1+3,2\cdot t+1\} \right) \wedge \left( \forall \mu(e) \geq t \right)
\]

where \( \mu(e) \) denotes the input degree of the node \( e \).

**Property 2.** [6] The structure is t-diagnosable by the comparative tests \( \Psi' \subseteq \Psi(G) \) if and only if for every pair of subsets of nodes \( E_1, E_2 \subseteq E(G) \) such that \( E_1 \neq E_2 \) and \( |E_1| = |E_2| = t \) one of the following conditions is true:

\[
\begin{align*}
\exists \psi \in \Psi' : & \left( |K(\psi) \cap E_1| = 1 \right) \wedge \left( |K(\psi) \cap E_2| = 0 \right) \wedge \left( |P(\psi) \cap E_1| = 1 \right) \wedge \left( |P(\psi) \cap E_2| = 1 \right) \\
\exists \psi \in \Psi' : & \left( |K(\psi) \cap E_1| = 0 \right) \wedge \left( |K(\psi) \cap E_2| = 1 \right) \wedge \left( |P(\psi) \cap E_1| = 1 \right) \wedge \left( |P(\psi) \cap E_2| = 1 \right)
\end{align*}
\]

**B. Method of identifying unfit servers**

The results of the comparative tests conducted in one diagnostic session will create so-called the global syndrome. Each server has its resources reference values determining the reliability of servers participating in performed diagnostic session using the indicated diagnostic structure. These reference values are different for each diagnostic structure and are defined as the pattern of syndromes. The example of the pattern of syndromes for diagnostic structure presented later in Fig. 5. is presented in Table II. Single
value (row in example Table II) is often defined as pattern syndrome⁴.

**Table II. The example of the pattern of syndromes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>i</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K(ψᵢ)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(ψᵢ)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>e</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n(e)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d(ψᵢ)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each server after building the global syndrome will attempt to match it to one of the pattern syndromes. After a positive match, it will be possible to indicate the reliability status of the tested DNS servers.

**C. Requirements for the developed method**

An unauthorized change of even one record in the DNS server records database creates a threat to users which are communicating with the node whose entry was modified. Such conclusion can be derived on the basis of the analysis of the impact of attacks described, among others in [9].

It is required that the method will be able to detect a specified number of compromised DNS servers in the network environment (defined as t). The mechanism of action consists in mutual testing of DNS servers by sending the response to the DNS query. The number of required comparisons depends on the number of unfit nodes to be detected. The collected responses will be evaluated, which will allow to determine which of them are invalid and indirectly to make it possible to indicate the unfit DNS servers.

The article focuses on the prevention and protection of the user against the considered type of attacks. The results of the comparisons that are sent to the client computer will allow him to use only those DNS servers that have been identified as fit. It is assumed that the developed method will be able to detect DNS servers successfully exploited by DNS Injection.

The diagnostic software that would use the developed method would extend the DNS server architecture. Working in the background, it would regularly examine the suitability of DNS servers while informing the DNS client about the results of the tests. The preliminary scheme of the DNS server diagnostics software is shown in Fig. 3. It is assumed that the software will carry out two main tasks:

- sending DNS queries for indicated domain and receiving replies,
- group replies and base on them conclude the reliability of DNS servers participating in the test.

The initial class scheme of the DNS server after adding the diagnostic module is shown in Fig. 4.

**D. Description of the developed method**

The proposal of protecting the Internet user, developed within this article, is supposed to fulfill the requirements mentioned in sections B. and C.. In addition, the following assumptions must be met.

1. The comparative test consists of three DNS servers: one being a comparator (denoted as K(ψᵢ)), the other being a comparative pair (denoted as P(ψᵢ)).
2. Comparing the response pairs from the DNS servers to the DNS query sent by the comparator will be understood as a test.

The logical structure of the network of tested nodes can be described by connected common graph \(G=(E,U)\). The developed method of protecting the Internet user is based on the t-diagnosable (by comparison set \(Ψ'\subseteqΨ(G)\)) comparative graph \(G'(G,Ψ')\) which fulfills the necessary and sufficient conditions for the MM method (dependences (2)-(5) presented in section A.). These dependencies guarantee a suitable comparative graph as a diagnostic structure. Except for the number of nodes participating in the comparison and the appropriate number of comparisons completed (which is forced by the Property 1 described in section A.), mentioned comparisons must involve the appropriate nodes to determine the fitness of the DNS servers (which is forced by the Property 2 described in section A.).

From the Definition 1 of the t-diagnosable MM structure it follows that if each of the nodes has \(t\) comparative tests with different nodes and is judged by different comparators, then
such structure is \( t \)-diagnosable. Thus, it is possible to propose a comparative graph for the graphical structure shown in Fig. 1, represented by the graph \( \hat{G}(G, \Psi') \) shown in Fig. 5.

![Fig 5. Comparative graph \( \hat{G}(G, \Psi') \) corresponding to the optimal diagnostic structure \( G, \Psi' \)](image)

The node in the graph \( \hat{G}(G, \Psi') \) corresponds to the DNS server. From the set of comparative tests \( \Psi' \) the individual comparative tests \( \psi_i \) \((i \in [1, 2, \ldots, |\Psi'|])\) are designated. The algorithm for diagnosing network of DNS servers (implemented by each server) is shown below in the pseudocode.

**For each** \( \psi_i \in \Psi' \) **do**

- **If** server = \( K(\psi_i) \)
  - Send to \( P(\psi_i) \): DNS query for host "xyz";
  - Collect responses from \( P(\psi_i) \);
  - \( d(\psi_i) \) : Result of comparison responses from \( P(\psi_i) \);
  - Send \( TMP_{\text{Global Syndrome}}(\psi_i) = d(\psi_i) \) to all DNS servers in diagnostic structure;
- **Else** send to \( K(\psi_i) \): Response to DNS query for host "xyz" from \( K(\psi_i) \);

**Collect** \( TMP_{\text{Global Syndrome}} \) from all servers;
**Build** \( \text{Global Syndrome} \);
**Decode** \( \text{Global Syndrome} \) and identify which server is unfit;
Send \( \text{List of unfit servers} \) to client;

The DNS server which is the comparator in the \( i \) test (denoted by \( K(\psi_i) \)) sends to the nodes of the comparative pair (denoted by \( P(\psi_i) \)) the DNS query for the domain name for example: wat.edu.pl. Servers of the comparison pair answers with the IP address which they have stored in their records databases. Next the comparator compares the responses according to the dependence (1) and the result of the comparative test (denoted by \( d(\psi_i) \)) is passed to each DNS server. All comparative tests form diagnostic structure are performed as described. Then, on the basis of the results of the tests, identification of unfit nodes takes place according to identification method described in section B.. The end user is informed which DNS servers were indicated as unfit - a so-called **black list of DNS servers** is created which are not used for resolving domain names. As a result, the user only uses the servers that are diagnosed as fit it means that those which can be trusted.

**IV. Summary**

This article proposes a method of protecting the Internet user from the effects of DNS Injection attacks. The proposed method uses the comparative tests - MM model. Based on the diagnostic structure described by comparative graph, comparative tests are carried out involving three nodes (DNS servers). One is a comparator and the other two are comparative pair. The results of the comparative tests are complemented by DNS servers and unfit nodes are indicated based on the mentioned results. The user is given a list (in for example DNS TXT record) of unfit (untrusted) servers that he or she should not use to resolve domain names. The developed solution can be customized for use in a DNS client environment who itself (as a reliable core) will compare the results from the DNS servers and determine which nodes are unfit.

A number of laboratory experiments were performed in order to confirm the effectiveness of the developed method. In a prepared computer network with suitable number of DNS servers correctness of the method was verified. Servers were "attacked" in random order, resulting the invalid responses to the DNS queries. Then, in such prepared lab environment, diagnostic software implementing proposed method was executed. The obtained results were comparable with the actual state of the laboratory network, which allows me to conclude about the practical application of the developed method. The obtained results provide the basis for developing a more accurate test environment and conducting a series of experiments for example including checking whether the network topology affects the diagnostic results.
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